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New Gallery Brings High Art toNew Gallery Brings High Art to
Gstaad AirportGstaad Airport
Tarmak 22, co-run by Agnelli heiress Tatiana de Pahlen, is locatedTarmak 22, co-run by Agnelli heiress Tatiana de Pahlen, is located
on the first floor of Saanen airport in Gstaad, Switzerland.on the first floor of Saanen airport in Gstaad, Switzerland.
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Airport dawdling suddenly got very hip.

Antonia Crespi and Tatiana de Pahlen at Gstaad Airport
Raphael Faux
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Located one floor above ground level at the recently reopened

Gstaad Saanen airport in Switzerland, Tarmak 22 is a new 3,000-

square-foot gallery bringing contemporary art to new heights.

“There are a lot of art collectors in Gstaad, but there aren’t really

any spaces to organize shows and get together,” said Tatiana de

Pahlen, who cofounded Tarmak 22 with Antonia Crespi, a

managing partner at luxury real estate company Engel &

Völkers.

“There is both a tradition of artists living here — Balthus used to

own a chalet in Gstaad — and a couple of well-known not-for-

profit art events, like Elevation 1049, an art fair organized by the

Luma Foundation,” continued the 28-year-old, who studied

contemporary art in Switzerland. “We wanted to find an in-

between.”

De Pahlen and Crespi visited the breathtaking space separately,

and were immediately taken with the view of the airport’s

landing strip with a backdrop of snow-covered mountains.

“The location is spectacular,” Crespi enthused. “The airport has

a very alpine feel: the beams in the hangar are made of 8 meter

strips of wood, and it sits in a valley in between the mountains.

From the huge windows all around the hangar, the view is either

all white in the winter, or all green in the spring.”
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“And the landing strip with all the helicopters reminds me of

James Bond movies,” de Pahlen added. “There is a real sexiness

to it.”

The two women were eventually introduced by a mutual friend

and investor in the airport, who saw a connection between de

Pahlen’s artistic background — an heir to Marella Agnelli, she

worked at the family art foundation in Turin — and Crespi’s

knowledge of local real estate. After a soft opening in August

2018, Tarmak 22 was officially launched on Valentine’s Day 2019.
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A picture by Andreas Gursky at Tarmak 22.  Raphael Faux

Since its opening, the gallery, which takes its name both from

the tarmac on airport runways and the Saanen airport code, has

welcomed a mix of chalet owners, curators from established

Zurich galleries and students from Lausanne. The space is open

to the public, whether they are planning to travel or not, and will

host a yearly program of conferences and performances. “We’re

aiming to get people to just stop by,” de Pahlen said.

Following its first exhibition — a selection of grand-scale

photographs by Andreas Gursky organized in partnership with

the Gagosian gallery — Tarmak 22 is gearing up for its second

event, dedicated to the extensive collection of Mexican art

collector Alex Hank, launching just before Art Basel.

But for the pair of enamored owners, the gallery’s unique

location makes it a destination in itself.

“We want to make the most of the space,” explained de Pahlen.

“We’re willing to do things that are not necessarily commercial.

The gallery will be open to projects of any kind, the only criteria

being that they should be as exceptional and singular as the

situation and space itself.”
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Even from quarantine, @StellaMcCartney found a

way to celebrate the spirit of Earth Day.   Stella

worked with Ocean Outdoor, the digital

advertising company, to host a major screen

takeover at London’s Piccadilly Circus. It launched

on Tuesday and runs through Sunday at midnight,

rotating a series of upbeat messages including

“Mother Earth has started healing” and,

captioning a photo of the Earth painted on Amber

Valletta’s face, “For us, every day is Earth Day.”  
When asked why she planned the initiative when

there were so few people on the streets to take it

in, Stella sent a thoughtful reply.  “For the first time

in history, we can truly measure the damage done

by human activity,” she wrote. “Will we go back to

the norm, or will we give Mother Earth the respect

and time she deserves to continue healing — so

that these city centers with their huge screens

can be seen through unpolluted air? I hope we

can learn from this moment of pause and that

nature can reclaim its rightful focal place in our

lives. My message is a gentle, loving reminder:

Every day is Earth Day.”   At the link in bio, Stella

McCartney talks about her concern for the

environment — and team connections, creativity

and cooking soup — in the age of COVID-19.  
Report: Bridget Foley

@People Magazine is marking a first with its 30th

anniversary “Beautiful Issue.”  The magazine has

tapped @GoldieHawn, her daughter

@KateHudson and her granddaughter Rani Rose

for the cover of the issue, marking the first time

the three generations appear on a magazine

cover together. This is also the first time People

has featured three generations of a family on the

special issue’s cover.  “The palpable joy of seeing

this trio together made them the perfect choice

for the 30th anniversary of our ‘Beautiful Issue,’”

said People editor in chief Dan Wakeford. “These

women illustrate what is important to us right

now: positivity, kindness, laughter and family.”  Tap

the link in bio for more.   Report: @laylailchi  

!

:

#peoplemagazine  #goldiehawn  #katehudson
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